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Joint Coordinators’ Meeting 
Wednesday, August 27, 2008 

10:30 a.m. – 12:30 p.m. 
 

Attendance 
 

Brian Aboud Roy Hartling Diane Nyisztor 
George Archer Gilbert Héroux Dave Peters 
Edward Awad Serge Hervouet-Zeiber Shirley Pettifer 
Marc Bélanger Don Hetherington Julie Plante 
Stephen Block Bachar Karkoukli Mark Prentice 
Patrick Bouwman Sam Kay Adelina Rovito 
Gillian Bowman Guylaine LaRocque Claire Salzberg 
Steven Byron Renée LeCavalier Terry Saropoulos 
Maria Da Palma Kevin Lenton Ray Shankman 
Myra David Eric Lozowy Martin Siberok 
Nick Deligiannis Judy Macdonald Arlene Steiger 
Miles DeNora Marlene Major Hannah Steinwald 
Sara Engelsberg Sandi Mak Sara Tooher 
Shirley Fee Sevak Manjikian Xavier Trevino 
Joan Fee Taylor John McMahon John Tromp 
Aurora Flewwelling-Skup Lisa Millelire Nadia Turbide 
Gilda Gangai Rhena Moscovitch Joe Twardowski 
Louise Gauthier David Moscovitz Quentin Van Ginhoven 
Rivka Guttman Stephen Newbigging Nancy Wargny 
  Arlene Yamamoto 

 
 
1. Approval of Agenda 
 
The agenda was approved with the following changes:  item 4.b) moved before item 4.a), 
5 items added under Members’ Concerns. 
 
2. Approval of Minutes of May 7, 2008 
 
The minutes were approved by consensus 
 
3. Business Arising from Minutes 
 

a) 2008-2009 Allocations 
John McMahon gave an update of the 08/09 allocations. In May we had indicated 
a preliminary surplus of 16 FTE’s, this figure has now been reduced to 9 FTE’s 
which will be further reduced until the end of December as needed. We are 
anticipating a slight surplus by the end of this year and thus still on target for 
erasing the debt in the time planned. 
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4. New Business 
 

b)  Services for Students with Learning Disabilities 
Marilyn Caplan introduced the Learning Disabilities programs of The Learning 
Centre. There will be 2 presentations at the next Ped Day and teachers should 
attend as there has been a twofold increase in the number of such students in the 
last few years. She stressed that these are students with disabilities and not 
difficulties, these disabilities do not go away and are not related to intelligence. 
She outlined the available services and the procedures that are followed at the 
College. 

 
a)   Admissions/Registration    

John McMahon updated everyone on the status of the 2008-2009 registration. We 
are in an Interim Phase as the Registrar has left Vanier. John McMahon is the 
Interim Registrar. There is a transition team in place to deal with the issues and 
coordinate the registration for this semester. Bev Chandler is the communication 
leader and Wanda Kalina is the liaison in the Academic Dean’s Office  
Enrolment is currently at 6,300-6,400 students and the registration team has done 
a tremendous job. Some glitches are bound to happen and will be dealt with in a 
timely manner. Internet registration for new students was implemented in record 
time but the test will be next semester when all students will be using the system. 
A new workload program will be coming soon. 
Shirley Pettifer thanked the Transition Team for their hard work. 

 
 
5. Members’ Concerns 
Diane Nyisztor noted that we have to be selective with the type of concerns brought 
under this part of the agenda. Some items may be dealt with before being presented at the 
Joint Coordinators’ meetings. We also have to have a place to put announcements. This 
issue will be discussed at the next meeting. 

 
a) Space Issue 

Stephen Newbigging brought up the issue of space in the College and that even 
though the Annual Report is citing the Science Plus Introductory picnic as a 
positive activity, there was no blocking of students’ schedules to facilitate 
participation in the event this semester. We need more classrooms and maybe 
consider a cap on enrolment. 
John McMahon stated that our goal as a public institution is to offer a Cégep 
education to as many qualified students as possible and this will have an impact 
on some activities. The whole issue of space and enrolment will be looked at this 
year. 
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b) VCTA BBQ 
Arlene Steiger announced that the VCTA BBQ will be held Thursday the 28th. 
Please attend as the Women’s Studies Program will be awarded the FAC prize. 
 

c) Clocks in Classrooms 
Miles DeNora again requested clocks in the classrooms. This is important to both 
teachers and students. 
 

d) Omnivox 
Quentin Van Ginhoven commented that the book list for students was not on the 
Omnivox page. Currently the list is only on the Bookstore site and this will be 
corrected. 
He noted that the TV screen for class cancellation was not working in the N-
Building. This has been corrected. Also, the capacity of messages on Omnivox is 
limited. 
All technical issues or questions regarding Omnivox should be addressed to Olga 
Mardas in the Registrar’s Office 
 

e) Time to go from Class to Class 
Myra David asked if there was a policy on time given to go from classroom to 
classroom. There is a conventional 10 min. time given but this may not be enough 
to go from some areas of the College to the Sports Complex and get ready for 
Physical Education classes. She asked teachers to consider this in their classes. 
 

f) French/English Placement Testing 
Eric Lozowy pointed out that there was a problem with students taking a French 
course without having taken the placement test and being evaluated.  It was noted 
that some students taking English encountered the same problem.  
Arlene Yamamoto is aware of this problem with Clara and it has now been 
corrected. 
Students may take the French placement test in consequent semesters, but should 
not be able to register for a French course prior to this. 
 

g) Music Department Offices 
Nadia Turbide asked if better signage could be put in her area as students are now 
coming to them for Academic Advising questions. 
 

h) Safety in Classrooms 
Shirley Pettifer referred to the article in the VCTA Newsletter concerning safety 
issue in the classroom and some of the statistics cited. Sam Kay answered that the 
numbers are given as a norm and that the College is doing its best to tackle this 
issue. We are visited and inspected by the fire department and we comply with 
their standards. Our evacuation time for drills is good. 
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Don Hetherington suggested that we should further discuss what a good teaching 
space, classroom size is. Analysis should be done to have the most appropriate 
mix. 
John McMahon stressed that the safety of students and staff is a priority. 
 

i) N-Building  
David Moscovitz noticed that the N-Building is full of old equipment that has not 
been removed. This will be done as soon as possible. 
Also the clocks are not always on the right time. 
 
 

6. Reports & Correspondence 
 

a) Board of Directors 
 John McMahon reported on the June 10th Board meeting. 
 The Board approved the following: 2007-2008 Teaching Excellence Award 
 recipient is Steven Rosenfield, Computer Science & Mathematics Program, 
 Industrial Electronics Revision, Audio Recording Technology AEC, Graduation 
 List, summer expenditures, 08-09 Budget as well as the appointments of both the 
 Chair and Vice-Chair of the Board.  

 
b) Academic Council- (see attached report) 

 
c) Faculty Reports 

 Faculty of Applied Technologies- no report given 
 FSGS –  (see attached report) 
 F.S.S.C.A. & L. – no report given 

 
7. Varia 

a) Stephen Block commented on the thoroughness of the FSSCA&L’s feedback of 
the Strategic Plan and wanted to know if other departments had done the same. 
Shirley Pettifer answered that all the feedback went to Academic Council, 
especially through the different committees. There was good response from the 
departments. 
John McMahon added that the Strategic Plan process has been consultative with a 
high level of input. We are all interested in achieving excellence; different 
faculties use different criteria for measuring excellence. We are, however, a 
public institution and also need to promote access. We are a community and need 
to have common goals. 
 

8. Adjournment 
 

The meeting was adjourned at 12:15 p.m. 
 
Respectfully submitted by, 
Nora Boyadjian 


